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ABSTRACT
This study presents a database of controlled speech
material as well as spontaneous Swedish conversation produced in modal and whispered voice. The
database includes facial expression and head movement features tracked by a non-invasive and unobtrusive system. We analyse differences between the
voice conditions in the visual domain paying particular attention to realisations of prosodic structure,
namely, prominence patterns. Analysis results show
that prominent vowels in whisper are expressed with
a statistically significantly a) larger jaw opening, b)
stronger lip rounding and protrusion, c) higher eyebrow raising and d) higher pitch angle velocity of
the head, relative to modal speech.
Keywords: prosody, voice quality, whisper, head
gestures, orofacial gestures
1. INTRODUCTION
Prosodic variation is expressed multimodally [28].
The term audiovisual prosody originates in the
widely studied interaction of orofacial gestures
that correlate with prosodic structure [23]. Similarly, the links between modal speech and speechaccompanying gesture in the expression of prosody
are especially close. Especially prosodic prominence is often produced multimodally [22, 1, 3].
The gestural enhancement of prosodic prominence
serves interactive functions, e.g. by showing a
higher degree of attention in dialogue or to express
semantic functions, e.g. by signaling information
focus [5]. [22] found that prosodic prominences
accompanied with “visual beats” produced by head
movement showed interactions with specific acoustic exponents of prominence, namely changes in the
formant structure and duration patterns, when compared to prosodic prominences produced without
such visual beats. Moreover, visual signals that are
not directly related to speech articulation, such as
head movement, support the perception of prosody
(similarly [6]) and facilitate comprehension [27].
However, the precise nature of the interaction
between visual prosody and acoustically expressed
prosody, e.g. in prominence highlighting, is not

very well understood [3]. One important question
is whether modalities parallel or complement each
other. For example, is a lack in verbally produced
prominence balanced by gesture or do the various
modalities contribute to prominence additively? Recent studies [11] found evidence for an additive effect of both modalities in prominence highlighting.
[7] investigated whether production of prosodic focus and phrasing contrasts was modified in auditory
and face-to-face setting by conducting acoustic and
perceptual studies. Acoustically realised narrow focus and phrasing contrasts were greater in the audioonly setting than in the face-to-face setting, indicating that gesture adds to and modulates acoustic
prosody.
Most of the literature on the relationship between
prosody and gesture is based on modal speech. Similarly, the studies that exist on the acoustic prosody
of whispered speech, do not include the visual dimension. These acoustic and perceptual studies
show that F0 is absent in whisper but intonation
is still discernible [13, 17]. [12, 14, 15] studied
the perceptual discrimination of prosody in declarative and interrogative sentences in French. Results
showed that discrimination was based on different
acoustic cues in modal vs. whispered speech. The
high-frequency region was the main cue in whisper,
whereas in modal speech, the listeners relied mainly
on the low-frequency region. Additionally, perception of prosody was based on spectral rather than
temporal auditory cues. Dutch speakers in turn, used
mainly secondary cues to intonation in expressing
boundary tones in whisper, that is, they actually exhibited minimal compensatory cues to intonation.
As indicated, we find a very limited number
of studies focusing on the audio-visual prosody of
whisper [8, 9]. Questions on the interplay of acoustic and visual structures in the expression of prosody
motivated the studies by [8, 9]. The authors were interested in the multimodal expression of focus and
used whispered speech mode as a paradigm to elicit
different levels of visual focus. The results revealed
that an increase in lip area and jaw opening correlate
with contrastive focus in French. Postfocal syllables
on the other hand, showed a significant reduction of
lip area and jaw opening. These two patterns corre-

spond to hyper- and hypo-articulation visible in the
lip movements.
The only results on audiovisual features of whisper in Swedish that we are aware of is [2]. The analysis was conducted for the purposes of creating an
animated agent. The studied participant read sentences and words while two meters away from a listener in modal voice in quiet (baseline condition),
modal voice in noise (Lombard speech) and in whispered speech. The participant was asked to make
sure that he is understood by the listener. The results
showed that the global inter-lip velocity was highest
in whisper overall and twice as high compared to the
baseline, suggesting hyper-articulation effects.
[7] conducted a study of audiovisual prosody in
modal speech. Their results suggested that in the
audio-only setting, speakers exaggerated acoustic
cues to prosody to compensate for the lack of complementary visual cues (head gestures, eyebrows
etc.).
In the present study, we similarly hypothesise that
mutual compensation effects across modalities and
speech modes will be stronger in case of inherently
degraded whisper than in modal speech. We analyse prominent vowels in a reading task in Swedish.
We explore the impact of whisper vs. modal speech
modes on several visual correlates of prominence as
indicated, or similar to those indicated, in the studies discussed above: jaw opening, lip rounding and
protrusion, eyebrow raising and the velocity of head
movement on the pitch (vertical) axis.

opers to create their own virtual characters based on
real-person tracking data. The face tracking configuration detects the participant’s face in the view of
the iPhone’s True Depth 3D camera and represents
defined facial features describing facial expressions.
We tracked over 50 features using this framework:
14 for the eyes, 26 for the jaw and mouth plus 10
for eyebrows, cheek and nose. We also extracted a
vector defining the movement of the head in three
dimensions equivalent to turning the head right or
left, up or down and forwards or backwards.
Figure 2 presents what the orofacial feature vector represents in AppleAR. If the coefficient of a feature is zero, the tracker detects a neutral shape and
no movement, while the coefficient of 1.0 defines
maximum movement and extent of the gesture. Typically, the system returns a value between these two
extremes in 30 frames per second.
Signals were synchronised using FARMI [19] - a
framework that allows for flexible and modular collection of data from multiple sensors. Data streams
and messages are synchronised by off-setting timestamps using a delta function from a central time
server, ensuring that timestamps for each data module are comparable.
Figure 1: Studio setup

2. THE DATABASE
2.1. Data recording and tracking

Figure 1 presents the database recording setup. The
speech signal was captured using high-quality closetalking microphones on separate channels. Respiration was tracked by displacement of the chest
and abdomen, captured by elastic belts worn around
the thorax (Respiratory Inductance Plethysmography, RIP) [29]. Visual signals, i.e., orofacial gestures and head movement, were captured using two
Apple iPhones (XS 2018 models, with 12 Mpx cameras plus a depth camera), each mounted facing one
of the participants. For purposes not within the
scope of the present analysis, we also used a Forward Looking Infrared Camera (FLIR) for thermal
imaging of each participant in this setup.
The visual data was extracted via a custom application developed using the Apple Software Development Kit (iOS 11.0+) and the AppleAR framework
[18]. The feature set in AppleAR is very extensive
and was created in order to allow independent devel-

2.2. Experimental conditions

Each participant was recorded separately for the first
two reading tasks: a) they read a one-page "easy
Swedish" text about the education system in Sweden and b) they responded to questions asked by
the experimenter. The questions were built to elicit
broad and narrow focus (following the experimental
design and subset of stimuli in [16]). Task c), the
last task in the database, involved participant pairs
who were asked to converse with each other for approx. 5-7 minutes on a topic of their choice. All
tasks were varied by voice mode: modal and whis-

Figure 2: A feature tracked by the AppleAR
framework illustrated in an ARFaceGeometry. In
this case, a lip rounding and protrusion gesture
into and open shape” (MouthFunnel). Two states
are shown with coefficient at value = 0.0 (neutral
shape, left), and at value = 1.0 (maximum movement, right).

pered, the order of performing in each voice mode
was counterbalanced.
Regarding some possible proximity or communicative situation factors, in task a), the participants were not asked to articulate in whisper or
modal voice over distance towards an interlocutor
as in [8] or [2]. They were requested to speak normally, as would be natural in a reading situation. In
b), the elicitation method involved a repetitive and
predictable form of read dialogue with the experimenter. In comparison, task c) involved the most
ecologically valid, spontaneous form of interaction
from a proximity shown in Figure 1.
2.3. Speakers

We recorded 10 participants in 5 sessions so far
in this setup. Participants were native speakers
of Swedish (incl. 1 bilingual, Swedish-German
speaker) from different parts of Sweden, all resided
in Stockholm for at least several years. They had no
known hearing or speaking impairments.
3. THE PRESENT ANALYSIS
The following analysis includes data from 6 participants on 561 observations in task a): reading of a
text in Swedish in the two speech modes. We analysed prominent vowels in about a minute of speech
in each mode per participant in this task.
3.1. Speech and multimodal data processing

Whispered segments were annotated manually by a
phonetic expert in Praat. Modal speech was force
aligned using WebMaus [20] for Swedish and sub-

sequently inspected in Praat for corrections and consistency in comparison to the whispered speech segmentation. Prominent vowels were indexed in both
modes using linguistic criteria, i.e., candidates were
first marked in the read text according to lexical
stress and phrase accent rules in Swedish, they were
then perceptually evaluated if they were actually
prominent also in realisation (by the first author and
a native speaker of Swedish).
The FARMI recording architecture ensures that
all signals are captured in synchrony. We additionally verified accuracy and synchrony by visualising
vectors with tracking data for each studied feature
along with segmentations for each speech mode in
ELAN and compared them to the video. We established that all signal streams were synchronised.
We extracted maxima of the orofacial feature vectors for each vowel marked as prominent in both
speech modes. In the present analysis, we used
orofacial features that describe the degree of jaw
opening (ARKit: JawOpen), lip rounding with protrusion (MouthFunnel) and the raising of both eyebrows (BrowInnerUp).
A 4x4 head movement transformation matrix is
put out by ARKit for each frame. We processed
the head data using previous Python tool implementation for multimodal data [21]. The values
in the matrix were converted to Euler angles and
smoothed with Savitzky-Golay filtering (window
length = 7). We extracted the pitch radial velocity (vertical head movement speed) that the filter produces and recorded the maximum absolute
value within frames co-occurring with each analysed
vowel.
3.2. Statistical analysis methods

The visual and speech data were integrated and
analysed in R. Separate linear mixed models with
each orofacial modality (jaw opening, lip rounding,
brows up) and the head pitch velocity vector as the
response were formulated.
Random structure was maximised and evaluated
using likelihood ratio-based model comparisons.
Random slopes resulting either in convergence issues (after 100k iterations) or perfect correlations
were removed. P-values were estimated via the Satterthwaite approximation with lmerTest [24].
We entered Mode (modal, whisper) and Vowel
Quality as predictors as well as Word and Speaker as
random intercepts. Interaction of Mode and Vowel
was tested in each model, however, no significant
interactions were found.

4. RESULTS
4.1. Jaw opening

The whisper mode had a significant positive effect
on jaw opening (est = 1.4, p<.001) relative to modal
speech. The open-mid vowel /E:/ (est = 6.2, p<.01)
also increased jaw opening relative to the vocalic
grand mean.
4.2. Lip rounding and protrusion

Lips rounded and protruded into an open shape more
in whispered speech (est = 0.02, p<.001) than in
modal speech. We also observed several significant effects of vowels expected from their qualities:
rounded or open vowels /ø, A:, O, o:, U/ exhibited
positive effects and front unrounded vowels /E, E:,
I, e:, i:/ showed negative effects, all remaining ones
did not significantly deviate from the vocalic grand
mean.
4.3. Eyebrow raising

Speaking in whisper significantly increased eyebrow
raising on prominent vowels (est = 1.4, p<.001), so
did the vowel qualities /E:/ (est = 1.2 , p<.001) and
/o:/ (est = 1.1, p<.05).
4.4. Head movement

In terms of effects on vertical head movement velocity, the results suggest that head movement reaches
higher speed in whispered prominent vowels (est =
4.4, p<.05) than in modal prominent vowels in this
task.
5. DISCUSSION
We presented a database with several controlled
and conversational conditions built to study the
differences between whispered and modal speech
in the audiovisual domain. We also presented a
non-invasive tracking method of orofacial and head
movements in which most tracking components are
available commercially with an easily buildable and
flexible synchronisation of breathing, speech and visual features such as head movement and orofacial
expressions.
An analysis of Swedish prominent vowels was
conducted in one of the database tasks. Focus was
put on the impact of whispered vs. modal voice in
the orofacial and head gesture domain.
First of all, the results suggest effects consistent
with [10] for French and [2] for Swedish. The magnitude of the gestures is larger in whispered speech

than in modal voice in a task that involves reading a
running text aloud in the two modes.
Specifically, in Swedish connected speech while
reading in whisper, the degree of jaw opening is
larger. Similarly, lip protrusion into an open shape
(a gesture presented in Figure 2) is also more pronounced in prominent whispered vowels than prominent modal vowels. Eyebrow raising, a feature associated largely with prosodic emphasis in audiovisual
prosody studies[3] is positively affected by whisper:
eyebrows are raised higher when whispering prominent vowels than modal prominent vowels.
We hypothesised that an augmentation of orofacial and head movement cues should occur in the
inherently degraded mode of whisper, as speakers
try to compensate for channel deficiencies in order
to communicate effectively. Such a heightened distinctiveness is consistent with information-theoretic
accounts of communication [4] as it increases the
redundancy of the deficient signal [26] (a related
perspective is the Hyper-&Hypoarticulation theory
[25]).
It should be noted that our analysis was based
on reading aloud in the two modes while alone in
the studio booth, i.e. without elicitation of a particularly clear articulation or an explicit addressee
present, as in [10, 2]. However, presumably, as reading aloud assumes an implicit addressee, we still do
find listener-oriented, redundancy effects in the visual dimension.
6. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORK
We conclude that our analysis indicates that, in
information-theoretic terms, there is compensation
for the degraded qualities of the whispered speech
channel in a reading aloud task. However, we see
the necessity to carefully consider all articulatory
and prosodic influences and constraints that might
interact with the channel effect. This future study
goal will be explored in an analysis of task b) in the
database: a focus- and accent-differentiated whispered and modal data and in task c) involving spontaneous conversation in both modes.
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